
Outsourcing IT services brings a considerable set of benefits but at the same time requires 

greater control and coordination. Within IS environments that are increasingly complex, 

dynamic and changing, the concept of SIAM (for Service Integration And Management) is 

gradually emerging. Inspired by the model of airport control towers, SIAM entities coordinate, 

orchestrate and steer the services of a puzzle of different suppliers (internal and external) to 

offer high-performance, secure and more focused services to end-users.

This article illustrates how some of our customers have succeeded in significantly improving their 

operational excellence through the implementation of new IS organizations centered around a 

SIAM.

SIAM

Solving the Multi-sourced IT Services 
model puzzle
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New CIO challenge: a complex externalized IT ecosystem 
with diluted accountability 

Transitioning to managed services has become a common approach as part of 
next generation IT service delivery models. As most companies are pursuing long-
term outsourcing arrangements with more than one provider (both internally and 
externally), this approach often translates into an ecosystem of strategic partners 
running and transforming operations.

On the brightside, Multi-sourced IT services ecosystems are great for best of breed 
providers selection and financial efficiency. They allow to improve performance 
of the entire IT operations landscape and tackle time-consuming operations for 
internal staff.

However, such models also come with a complexity and a risk of uncoordinated service operation, dilution of control & accountability 
(with each provider accountable on his scope and his scope only).

Typical symptoms are:

• Wrongly routed incidents and an increasing number of back and forth interactions (also called “ping-pongs”) between providers, 
which went up to 150 for one of our customers

• Unnecessary involvement of internal staff for escalation and as intermediary between providers

• Increasing Incident Resolution “pending time” implying Provider Resolution clock freeze (Operational Level Agreement)

• Incident Resolution calls becoming a mess because of too many people involved

Analyzing service delivery failures shows that Providers performing well in their respective areas (ie. Reaching their contractual Operating 
Level Agreements) is just the tip of the multi-sourcing iceberg and never guarantees achieving a satisfying end-to-end performance for 
the customers (ie. Complying with end-to-end Service Level Agreements). Indeed, each service tower is often perfectly fit (by design) to 
manage operations within his own boundaries but struggles when it comes to work in a seamless and collaborative way with his peers.

Addressing the Governance and Operational Performance of all the providers in a consistent and integrated way is therefore essential to 
achieve end-to-end performance and meet client expectations.
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Figure 1: the habit to pass the ball back and forth between providers when it comes to solving a complex problem is one of the main downside of multisourced IT ecosystems. 

One of our clients witnessed 150+ re-routing of the same ticket between his Service providers
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SIAM answer

SIAM is a framework of activities that fill the gaps created by multi sourced IT services ecosystems.

It focuses on:

• Achieving end-to-end Service Orchestration

• Improving end-to-end Performance and Business Value Management through control of the entire service lifecycle from design to 
delivery and monitoring.

 

Core components of this SIAM framework are the following:

• Operational coordination or “Control Tower”:  the SIAM team acts as a facilitator and controller on operational processes 
(incidents, change, communication, etc.) and ensures transversal performance management

• Continuous improvement steering: leveraging its transversal knowledge and vision, the SIAM team manages the continuous 
improvement roadmap of service providers operations, including ITIL Processes evolution

• Tactical operations with service introduction securitization (ensuring that each new service proposed is duly managed by the 
providers) and supplier management (to get the best value out of all providers in the ecosystem)

SIAM can also have a broader scope depending on the customer organization: Security & risk management, process design, service 
planning, user relationship management, service desk, service catalogue and financial management, etc.

Known implementations of a SIAM entity (or close equivalent) are Siemens, Bayer Group, Sanofi, Henkel, AXA, Fortum and UK 
government agencies.
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Customer feedback: Within 5 months one of our clients greatly Increased application and infrastructure availability and 
performance (up to +10% E2E SLA compliance) — a key factor for Business productivity and end-user satisfaction — by enhancing 
resolution time (up to -40%), implementing proactive follow-ups (up to +30% Root Cause Analysis compliance) and Improving E2E 
visibility, transparency and continuous improvement. Setting-up a common metrics dictionary was vital to harmonize performance 
measurement and integrate with business objectives.

The Key Commandments for Implementing a SIAM

Start Small but ensure End-to-End coverage 

SIAM is not a miracle light switch, it is a journey of evolution to achieve maturity and a continuous work to figure out how the pieces can 
be best assembled. So, it is important to set realistic expectations and build gradually on three dimensions:

• Technological: Targeting a limited number of providers with key roles in the service ecosystem (Applications, End-User Computing, 
Networks and Cloud/Hosting) is crucial to ensure E2E visibility and control on the services, without putting too much effort on 
aligning every single provider.

•  Functional Perimeter: It is not mandatory to cover all the functions SIAM has to offer at once. Addressing Operational coordination 
(control tower) first will lay ground for the E2E vision and ensure consistency and buy-in when ramping-up for functional perimeter 
increase.

•  Business Perimeter: Not all services have the same level of criticality for the business. To prove value, it is better to focus on highly 
visible and critical systems first, and then rollout (if necessary) on other scopes.

Build a strong value case and monitor it

Assessing SIAM value transcends the business case’s typical focus on financials. Understanding the value of this model (that can be seen 
as an additional layer) requires looking at its impact on organizational value (IT organization’s processes and skills) and on overall service 
providers’ performance as key enablers for Business value and Operational excellence.

This value therefore needs to be measured in terms of KPI evolution, especially by setting clear operational targets at the process level. It 
is essential to  set a baseline and invest in reporting for key metrics such as:

• Mean time to restore (MTTR) or Reduction in incidents resolution time

• Critical incidents reduction

• Cross-supplier incident resolution SLAs compliance

Other aspects can reflect the added value of SIAM:

• Customer satisfaction

• Business productivity (Hours given back to the Business)

• Service Providers toolset and process integration

• Reporting and E2E dashboarding

Customer feedback: One of our clients followed a step-by-step approach engaging his main technological ‘towers’ (Apps, 
Infra, Service Desk) into a SIAM model definition. It started with a quick answer to critical incidents through focused resolution 
coordination and crisis communication. This allowed quick contractors onboarding, up to 75% perimeter coverage and 80% 
decrease on volume of critical incidents within 5 months. It also optimized the learning curve which established foundations for full 
accountability on E2E SLA and integration of critical applications for the business.
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Mind the loss of accountability from providers

SIAM model strives to improve end-to-end service performance but it should not do so by doing the job of your other providers for 
them. It is a fine line between facilitation and realization when talking about incident coordination for example. Wrong implementation 
can lead to overlaps and additional costs (paying 2 providers for the same activity) and it can also be considered as interference in the 
processes from historical providers.

It is therefore essential to work, from a contractual standpoint, on defining a clear mapping of the roles and responsibilities SIAM will be 
taking on and considering on its day-to-day activities.

Identify the right team for added value

Creating a SIAM requires an in-depth understanding of the transversal skills needed for a successful introduction to the organization.  As 
a choreographer, SIAM needs to be adaptable to both vendor operational teams as well as customer executives’ expectations and work 
alongside both with the right level of expertise & organizational leadership.

Best market practice is to rely on a hybrid sourcing model:

• Dedicated internal resources  are likely to play this commanding role and secure authority on control & management of other 
suppliers, especially for the remediation of major crisis

• External resources can be leveraged to manage day to day work in a follow-the-sun model. If external resources are onboarded, a 
proper training is required to ensure their ramp-up in the organization’s business & IT ecosystems.

Choose the right partner

In the context of an externalized SIAM organization, the choice 
of the right partner can become a headache.

Two options are usually on the table: introducing a new 
player vs leveraging an existing player from their IT Services 
Ecosystem.

While introducing a new player can appear as an optimal 
option for independence, it misses out on the opportunity to 
build on operational environment knowledge and contractual 
synergies. This approach takes the longest setup period with 
more complexity and unlikely commitment on E2E SLA from other players.

However, despite having skin in the game, leveraging a current player clearly sets out a challenge to segregate his historical Operations 
and his SIAM role.

 

However, it was clearly contractually defined that team would be distinct from operations to ensure full fairness.

Customer feedback:  The ownership of the critical incident resolution bridge call was a complex discussion for one of our clients 
as historical providers considered they wouldn’t be able to ensure their SLA if they couldn’t create their own bridge and manage 
the participants. This led to the creation of two calls, one for incident investigation and resolution driven by the providers’ technical 
teams, and a second for incident transversal coordination and communication driven by SIAM.

Customer feedback:  One of our clients chose to have a 24/7 team composed of a mix of internal and external resources to ensure 
that complementarity (internal bringing business knowledge and external process expertise and capacity to act).

Customer feedback:  One of our clients leveraged his incumbent Application Management vendor’s ecosystem appropriation and 
positioning to build SIAM entity and address pain points within 4 months of project launch.
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Conclusion

SIAM is a growing model with several attempts that have proved its benefits at the operational level. As more and more companies tend 
to overcome this first step, going further up into the strategic layer becomes the next challenge. With proven value on the paper, these 
steps have yet to be implemented for most and show their results.

As IT outsourcing accelerates, customers are increasingly looking at re-focusing their multi-sourced IT services ecosystem on their actual 
business needs.

In this context, SIAM’s “Control Towers” implementations are already proven, with several companies taking advantage of such model 
with high impact on operational excellence.

Next years will be key for SIAM models to demonstrate further added value, with two challenges on the radar:

• Grow from Operational Coordination to more Tactical implementations, adding into SIAM scope Service Introduction, Service 
Planning or Supplier Management.

• Jump on the Agile bandwagon and find a fitting position into next-generation Agile operating models.
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BearingPoint est un cabinet de conseil en management et technologie indépendant aux 
racines européennes et à la couverture mondiale.

Le cabinet est structuré autour de trois entités.  La première couvre les activités de 
conseil en mettant clairement l’accent sur les domaines d’expertises clés du cabinet à 
développer dans le monde entier. La deuxième fournit des solutions technologiques 
avancées combinant conseil et logiciel, et offre des services gérés à forte valeur ajoutée 
aux clients. La troisième se concentre sur des investissements innovants ; par exemple 
dans des solutions logicielles très spécifiques permettant de répondre aux exigences 
réglementaires ou d’accompagner la transformation numérique. Elle a également pour 
vocation d’explorer des business models innovants avec les clients et les partenaires, en 
favorisant la création d’écosystèmes, le financement et le développement de start-ups.

BearingPoint compte parmi ses clients les plus grandes organisations mondiales 
publiques et privées; fort d’un réseau international de plus de 10 000 collaborateurs, 
BearingPoint accompagne ses clients dans plus de 75 pays et les aide à obtenir des 
résultats mesurables et durables.

Pour plus d’informations :
Site web: www.bearingpoint.com/fr-fr
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/bearingpoint
Twitter: @BearingPoint_FR

www.bearingpoint.com
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